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IC REALTIME
Introducing **ella**
The first Deep Learning search engine for security camera streams.

**OLD WAY**

Tired of looking through hours of video to find a 30-second clip?

**NEW WAY**

Search all video surveillance feeds in seconds using natural language.

**With ella it’s simple.**

Just ask ella what you’re looking for and in seconds it’s there. ella is compatible with most brands that are currently being sold and is open to industry standard RTSP video.
ICR introduces:

**Intelligent Video Search Engine**

Our new product “ella” is an open platform for smart video monitoring. It scales from a single pet cam at home to 1000s of video streams in data centers. It works with all cameras, DVRs, NVRs, and VMSs that support standard H.264 RTSP video streams.

---

**Any Device**

Open to all video streams—including those you already have. Record with any Android, iOS, Browser, VMS, NVR, or IP camera.

**Cloud Storage**

IC Realtech’s ella serves all your recorded video from the cloud, so you never have to worry about reliability or speed.

**Personalized Alerts**

Search-based video alerts tell you whenever something important happens that matches your query.

Using the most advanced machine learning algorithms, ella is able to identify the most important events that were recorded. ella also learns what you care about from the way you use it, so it gets smarter over time, continuously improving your daily summaries and alerts.

Visit [www.smartella.com](http://www.smartella.com) to learn more.
IC Realtime’s line of Network Video Recorders (NVRs) offers power, flexibility and scalability. From small business to large corporations to the unique needs of law enforcement, our recorders offer top-of-the-line performance.
CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SERVER
ICM-7100SE

NVR
NVR-8256DR
256 Channel 4U Rackmount NVR. Up to 12MP IP Camera Support. 512Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 192TB (No HDD Included).

NVR
NVR-8128K-DR
128 Channel 3U Rackmount 4K NVR. Up to 12MP IP Camera Support. 256Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 128TB (No HDD Included).

NVR
NVR-6064K
64 Channel 2U Rackmount 4K NVR. Up to 12MP IP Camera Support. 256Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 64TB (4TB Included).

NVR
NVR-6032K

NVR
NVR-7532K
128 Channel 3U Rackmount 4K NVR. Up to 12MP IP Camera Support. 256Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 128TB (No HDD Included).

NVR
NVR-732NS
32 Channel 2U Rackmount NVR. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 48TB (2TB Included).

NVR
NVR-732MP
32 Channel 1.5U Rackmount NVR. Integrated 16 Port POE Switch. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 160Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 24TB (2TB Included).

NVR
NVR-732NS
32 Channel 1U Shelfmount NVR. Integrated 8 Port POE Switch. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 12TB (2TB Included).
**NVR NVR-7516K**

---

**NVR NVR-716N**
16 Channel 2U Rackmount NVR. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 48TB (2TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-716MP**
16 Channel 1.5U Rackmount NVR. Integrated 16 Port POE Switch. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 160Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 24TB (2TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-716NS**
16 Channel 1U Shelfmount NVR. Integrated 8 Port POE Switch. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 12TB (1TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-708N**
8 Channel 2U Rackmount NVR. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 48TB (1TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-708NS**
8 Channel 1U Shelfmount NVR. Integrated 8 Port POE Switch. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 12TB (1TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-708MP**
8 Channel 1.5U Rackmount NVR. Integrated 8 Port POE Switch. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 160Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 24TB (2TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-7508K**
8 Channel 2U Rackmount 4K NVR. Up to 12MP IP Camera Support. 200Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 48TB (1TB Included).

---

**NVR NVR-M704G**
4 Channel Mobile NVR. Integrated 4 Port POE Switch. GPS Capable. Up to 2MP IP Camera Support. 80Mbps Camera Throughput. Up to 4TB (500GB Included).
NVR
NVR-M704GC
4 Channel Mobile NVR. Integrated 4 Port POE Switch. GPS and 3G Cellular Capable. Up to 2MP IP Camera Support. 80Mbps Camera Thoroughput. Up to 4TB (500GB Included).

NVR
NVR-M704GCW
4 Channel Mobile NVR. Integrated 4 Port POE Switch. GPS, Cellular and WIFI Capable. Up to 2MP IP Camera Support. 80Mbps Camera Thoroughput. Up to 4TB (500GB Included).

NVR
NVR-W104
4 Channel 1U Shelfmount WIFI NVR. Integrated WIFI Camera Support. Up to 5MP IP Camera Support. 80Mbps Camera Thoroughput. Up to 6TB (1TB Included).

NVR
NVR-F50
4 Channel 3U Forensic Interrogation Room NVR. Dual Direct Record DVD Burners. Up to 2MP IP Camera Support. 80Mbps Camera Thoroughput. Up to 24TB (1TB Included).

MAX, FLEX & ELITE RECORDERS

Our Max, Flex and Elite lines are designed to offer maximum flexibility to our installers.

Max recorders are budget-friendly devices that offer quality at an attractive price point.

Flex recorders balance budget with advanced features and are ideal for jobs that require versatility and scalability.

Elite recorders offer huge numbers of available channels, powerful processors and other top-of-the-line features. These recorders are powerhouses that can handle even the largest installation jobs.

Call your IC Realtime rep today and they will be happy to direct you to the recorder that is just right for your project.

HARD DRIVE UPGRADES

HD500GBSATA
500GB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD1TBSATA
1TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD2TBSATA
2TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD3TBSATA
3TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD4TBSATA
4TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD6TBSATA
6TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD8TBSATA
8TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive
RESOURCES LIKE YOU’VE NEVER HAD THEM BEFORE.

IC REALTIME’S DEALER PORTAL MAKES MANAGING YOUR ACCOUNT THAT MUCH EASIER. WITH THIS UNIQUE, WEB-BASED PORTAL, DIRECT AV CUSTOMERS ARE ABLE TO:

• Order and track purchases
• Check inventory
• View previous orders
• 24/7 Access to account information
• Manage invoices and billing
• Issue RMAs and handle returns
• Track shipments and deliveries
• Manage Credit cards and payments

TO LOG INTO PORTAL: www.icrealtime.com > dealer login > to create an account:
Sign in with email associated with your current IC Realtime account, and click “Forgot Password”. You will be able to create a new one for yourself...
it’s that simple!
IC Realtime’s line of IP Dome Cameras features top of the line surveillance cameras designed to survive harsh weather, vandals and more.
**IP DOME CAMERAS**

**ICIP-D8123-IR**

**ICIP-D8320-IR**

**ICIP-D8330-IR**
8MP 4K IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Fixed 4mm Lens (87°). 164 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics, Built-in MIC.

**ICIP-D5000VIR**
5MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (99° - 34°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-D4012VIR-I**
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (100° - 33°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-D4732Z**
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (100° - 33°). 100 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

**ICIP-D4001IR-I-D**
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (84°). 90 Feet Smart IR. Tinted Dome. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-D4001IR-I**
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (84°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-D4002-IR-2.8**
IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D4005-2.8-I
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Eyeball Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (106°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D3732Z
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (92° - 28°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D3812SL5

IP DOME CAMERAS
ELIP-470
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 3-10.5mm Motorized Lens (94° - 34°). 60 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ELIP-D2000IR-3.6
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Eyeball Dome. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (83°). 60 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ELIP-D2000IR-3.6
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 4mm Lens (78°). 60 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D3077P
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Pan Tilt. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (72°). POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D3000VIR-M
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (87° - 31°). 60 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI On-Board Analytics.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2812SL5
IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2048SL
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. I-Sniper. Varifocal 4-8mm Motorized Lens (105° - 56°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI On-Board Analytics.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2012VIR
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (99° - 34°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2012VIR-B
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (99° - 34°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable (Black Housing).

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2077P

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2732Z
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2730
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Lens (98° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2002-IR-2.8-I
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (120°). 60 Feet IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2001-IR-D
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (93°). 100 Feet IR. POE Capable.
IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2001-IR-D-2.8
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (120°). 100 Feet IR. POE Capable (Tinted Dome).

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D1300VIR
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (92° - 27°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2000-IR
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Eyeball Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (86°). 60 Feet IR. POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D2000-2.8
2MP IP Indoor Small Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (110°). POE Capable.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D1300-IR
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (70°). 60 Feet IR. POE Capable. Built in Microphone.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ICIP-D1300-2.8
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (86°). 60 Feet IR. POE Capable. Built in Microphone.

IP DOME CAMERAS
ELIP-VD13-3.0
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 3mm Lens (77°). 60 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.
IC Realtime’s IP Bullet Cameras are designed for sleek, powerful surveillance that can survive harsh weather, vandals and more.
**IP BULLET CAMERAS**

**ICIP-PANO-A007**
3x 2MP (6MP Total) IP 180° Panoramic Full Size Bullet. I-Sniper. 3x 3.6mm Fixed Lens (180°). 98 Feet Smart IR. POE+ Capable.

**ICIP-B8121-IR**

**ICIP-B8310-IR**
8MP 4K IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 4mm Lens (87°). 130 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-B5000AF**
5MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (99° - 34°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-B4012VIR-I**
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (100° - 33°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-B3730**
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (92° - 28°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

**ICIP-B4001IR-I**
4MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (84°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**ICIP-B3812SL5**
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. I-Sniper. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (87° - 31°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. AI On-Board Analytics.
**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B3000AF-I**

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B2012VIR**
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (99° - 34°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B2732Z**
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Lens (98° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B2730**
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Lens (98° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ELIP-ID1**
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size License Plate Recognition (LPR) Bullet. Varifocal 5-50mm Lens (44° - 5.8°). 75' Max LPR Distance @ 30MPH. POE Capable, IP66

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B2812SL5**

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B3000AF-I**
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 3-9mm Motorized Lens (86° - 28°). 90 Feet IR. POE Capable.

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ELIP-3000N**
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 5-60mm Motorized Lens (65° - 6°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

**IP BULLET CAMERAS**
**ICIP-B2732Z**
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.
IP BULLET CAMERAS
ICIP-B2012VIR-B
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (99° - 34°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable. (Black Housing).

IP BULLET CAMERAS
ICIP-B2001-IR
2MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (93°). 100 Feet IR. POE Capable.

IP BULLET CAMERAS
ICIP-B1300VIR
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.8-12mm Motorized Lens (92° - 27°). 150 Feet Smart IR. POE Capable.

INSTALLATION CORNER: WHY USE BULLET CAMERAS?

Bullet cameras are generally smaller and easier to install than dome cameras, making them a good option for residential installations. Because they are so easy to install, bullet and box cameras also have more placement options available. However, unlike most dome cameras, it is easy to see where a bullet or box camera is pointing. Many installations require a combination of bullet/box and dome cameras.
IP BULLET CAMERAS
ICIP-B1300-B
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (70°). 60 Feet IR. POE Capable. (Black Housing)

IP BULLET CAMERAS
ICIP-T801-I
1.3MP IP Indoor Mini Pinhole. 3.6mm Lens (77°). POE Capable. AI On-Board Analytics.

IP BULLET CAMERAS
ICIP-B1300
1.3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Bullet. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (70°). 60 Feet IR. POE Capable.

MOST ADVANCED CAMERAS FOR YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
PTZ CAMERAS
IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P8305-IR
8MP IP Full Size 4K PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. 650 Feet Smart IR. Hi-POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P5305-IR
5MP IP Full Size PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. 300 Feet Smart IR. Hi-POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P4305
4MP IP Full Size PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. 450 Feet Smart IR. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P4305
4MP IP Full Size PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. 450 Feet Smart IR. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-D3077P
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Pan Tilt. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (72°). POE Capable.

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P2400-L
2MP IP Full Size PTZ. 40X Optical Zoom. I-Sniper. 1500 Feet Smart Laser. Hi-POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) with Auto Object Tracking. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P2300Y-IR
2MP IP Full Size PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. I-Sniper. 600 Feet Smart IR. Hi-POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) with Auto Object Tracking. (Wall Mount Included).
IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-30001HD-IR-I
2MP IP Full Size PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. 450 Feet Smart IR. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P2012S
2MP IP Mid Size PTZ. 12X Optical Zoom. POE + Capable. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P3020HD-IR
3MP IP Full Size PTZ. 20X Optical Zoom. 300 Feet Smart IR. 24VAC. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P2012T
2MP IP Mid Size PTZ. 12X Optical Zoom. POE + Capable. (Recessed Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P3020HD-IR
3MP IP Full Size PTZ. 20X Optical Zoom. 300 Feet Smart IR. 24VAC. (Wall Mount Included).

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-D3077P
3MP IP Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Vandal Pan Tilt. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (72°). POE Capable.

IP PTZ CAMERAS
ICIP-P2040-IR
2MP IP Indoor Small Size PTZ. 4X Optical Zoom. POE + Capable. (Flush Mount). 12VDC
Unlike traditional IR illumination, which maintains the same level of light and can produce images that are either too dark or too light, Smart IR Illumination senses when its surroundings are brighter or darker and compensates accordingly. No more dim night shots or blown-out, overexposed images. Smart IR Illumination will guarantee a perfectly exposed image no matter what the lighting conditions.
AN EXCLUSIVE STANDARD IN CUSTOMER SERVICE

YOUR EXCLUSIVE CONCIERGE SERVICE
BY IC REALTIME

- 90 day no questions asked advanced replacement (TKT Required w/PO)
- Free Ground shipping on advance replacements
- ‘Jump in Line’ Move to the top of the queue for all inbound RMAs
- Free upgrade of product if ordered product is not available
- Dedicated tier 3 technical support phone number
- Once a quarter, get exclusive access to inventory sales (up to 50% off dealer)
- Get exclusive access to cutting edge products prior to non I-Care members
- Discounts on out of warranty replacement products
- Accommodation discounts of up to 20% for in-house demo systems and employee purchases
IP 180° AND 360° SPHERICAL CAMERAS

Our 360-degree cameras are designed to capture every angle, every detail. Our IC720 dual-lens cameras represent an intersection of surveillance and virtual reality.
**IP 360° x 360° SPHERICAL CAMERA**
**BEAM720-24-W-1K**

**IP 360° x 360° SPHERICAL CAMERA**
**BEAM720-24-W-200**
24MP IP Indoor 360° x 360° Full Spherical VR Immersive Camera. 2x Back-to-Back Fisheye Lenses (720°). POE Capable.

**180° PANORAMIC CAMERA**
**ICIP-PANO-A007**
3x 2MP (6MP Total) IP Indoor/Outdoor 180° Panoramic Full Size Bullet. I-Sniper. 3x 3.6mm Fixed Lens (180°). 98 Feet Smart IR. POE+ Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence).

**360° SPHERICAL CAMERA**
**ICIP-D720IR-T12**
12MP IP Indoor/Outdoor 360° Spherical Dome. 1.5mm Fisheye Lens (360°). 30 Feet IR. Built in Microphone. POE Capable. AI (Advanced Intelligence) On-Board Analytics.

**360° SPHERICAL CAMERA**
**ICIP-360L5**
Indoor 360° Spherical Dome. 1.18mm Fisheye Lens (360°). Built in Microphone. POE Capable.

**WHAT IS A FISHEYE LENS?**

A fisheye lens is an ultra wide-angle lens that creates a wide panoramic image. IC Realtime cameras that are equipped with fisheye lenses include native dewarping, reshaping the spherical image into a more familiar rectangle.
IC REALTIME HAS A CAMERA FOR EVERY BUDGET & PROJECT SIZE

Affordable products that offer maximum surveillance bang for the buck. Perfect for homes, offices and small businesses.

These products strike a balance between affordability and high-end features. Ideal for larger projects like office buildings, parking lots and shopping centers.

Our top-of-the-line products offer the very latest features and the highest resolution. Suitable for the largest projects or for clients whose unique needs call for the finest surveillance technology.
TOUGH ENOUGH TO HANDLE THE MOST EXTREME AND LIMITED LOCATIONS

Customized surveillance recorders built to withstand the harshest weather conditions in the tough to integrate locations.

Harsh weather conditions sometimes destroy even the finest surveillance equipment. Regardless of intense local weather, clients need the protection video surveillance provides. That’s where NEMA boxes come into the picture. NEMA boxes are graded at different levels depending on the amount of protection desired. These boxes can protect equipment from minor hazards like sunlight and dust all the way up to industrial chemicals and corrosive liquids or gasses.

The NEMA series consists of a full real-time Pentaplex recorder with internet accessibility, fused power distribution for all cameras and 120V AC outlets in a NEMA rated, fan cooled weatherproof box.
IP WIFI CAMERAS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP PTZ CAMERAS</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-DW302S</td>
<td>3MP IP WiFi Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (100°). 90 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-BW310S</td>
<td>3MP IP WiFi Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (100°). 90 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-DW202S</td>
<td>2MP IP WiFi Indoor Small Size Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (90°). 100 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-BW110S</td>
<td>1.3MP IP WiFi Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Dome. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (72°). 100 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-DW212</td>
<td>2MP IP WiFi Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Dome. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (72°). 100 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-DW102S</td>
<td>1.3MP IP WiFi Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (92°). 90 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-DW112</td>
<td>1.3MP IP WiFi Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Dome. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (70°). 90 Feet IR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-P2040W-IR</td>
<td>2MP IP WiFi Indoor Small Size PTZ. 4X Optical Zoom. (Flush Mount). 12VDC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICIP-PW100</td>
<td>1.3MP IP Mini Size PT. Digital Zoom Only. 3.6mm Lens (62°). 30 Feet Smart IR. WiFi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HDAVS RECORDERS

**HDAVS AVR-832S**
32 Channel 2U Rackmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Analog) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 48TB (4TB Included).

**HDAVS AVR-824S**
24 Channel 2U Rackmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Analog) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 48TB (3TB Included).

**HDAVS AVR-4M216**
16 Channel 1U Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Analog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 4MP. Up to 12TB (4TB Included).

**HDAVS AVR-4M116**
16 Channel 1U Mini Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Analog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 4MP. Up to 6TB (4TB Included).

**HDAVS AVR-816S**
16 Channel 2U Rackmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Analog) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 48TB (2TB Included).

**HDAVS AVR-1716**
16 Channel 1U Shelfmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Analog) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 12TB (2TB Included).
HDAVS
AVR-1416
16 Channel 1U Mini Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 12TB (2TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-808S
8 Channel 2U Rackmount Tribrid HDAVS DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 48TB (2TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-4M208
8 Channel 1U Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 4MP. Up to 12TB (2TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-4M108
16 Channel 1U Mini Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 4MP. Up to 6TB (2TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-1708
8 Channel 1U Shelfmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog) DVR. Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 12TB (500GB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-1408
8 Channel 1U Mini Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 1TB (1TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-804S
8 Channel 2U Rackmount Tribrid HDAVS DVR. Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 48TB (2TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-4M204
4 Channel 1U Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 4MP. Up to 12TB (1TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-4M104
4 Channel 1U Mini Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 6TB (1TB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-1704
4 Channel 1U Shelfmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog) DVR. Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 12TB (500GB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-1604
4 Channel 1.5U Rackmount Tribrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog) DVR. AVS Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 12TB (500GB Included).

HDAVS
AVR-1404
4 Channel 1U Mini Shelfmount Pentabrid (HDAVS, IP, Anolog, HDTVI, AHD) DVR. Camera support up to 2MP. Up to 6TB (500GB Included).

HARD DRIVE UPGRADES (IN ADDITION TO DEFAULT DRIVES)

HD500GBSATA
500GB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD2TBSATA
2TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD4TBSATA
4TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD8TBSATA
8TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD1TBSATA
32TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD3TBSATA
3TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive

HD6TBSATA
6TB Surveillance Grade Recorder Hard Drive
HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-4MD5110-VIR-DP
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 26°). 90 Feet Smart IR. Dual Voltage 12VDC/24VAC. 4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 26°). 90 Feet Smart IR. Dual Voltage 12VDC/24VAC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-4MD5110-VIR
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 26°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-4MD5123-VIR-DP
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Eyeball Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 26°). 180 Feet Smart IR. Dual Voltage 12VDC/24VAC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-4MD4025-IR
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (100°). 90 Feet IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-4MD4021-IR
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (100°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-D2712SL
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Vandal Dome. i-Sniper. 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (95° - 36°). 150 Feet Smart IR. Dual Voltage 12VDC/24VAC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-D2218Z
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Vandal Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (100° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.
HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-D2208-VF
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Lens (95° - 36°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
ICR-300H4
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Lens (99° - 37°). 180 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC. (Black Housing)

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-D2118VF
1.3MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Lens (100° - 30°). 90 Feet IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
ICR-200H
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (115°). 150 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC. (Black Housing)

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
ICR-200HW
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Fixed 2.8mm Lens (115°). 150 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC. (White Housing)

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-D2101
1.3MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Eyeball Dome. Varifocal 3.6mm Lens (70°). 60 Feet IR. 12VDC.
HDAVS BULLET CAMERAS

**HDAVS DOME CAMERAS**
**AVS-4MB5121-VIR-DP**
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 26°). 90 Feet Smart IR. Dual Voltage 12VDC/24VAC.

**HDAVS DOME CAMERAS**
**AVS-4MB5121-VIR**
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (98° - 26°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

**HDAVS DOME CAMERAS**
**AVS-4MB4016-IR**
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 2.8mm Motorized Lens (100°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

**HDAVS DOME CAMERAS**
**AVS-4MB4012-IR**
4MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Fixed 3.6mm Motorized Lens (80°). 120 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

**HDAVS DOME CAMERAS**
**AVS-B2712SL**
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Full Size Bullet. I-Sniper. 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (95° - 36°). 150 Feet Smart IR. Dual Voltage 12VDC/24VAC.
HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-B2218Z
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Mid Size Bullet. Varifocal 2.7-12mm Motorized Lens (100° - 30°). 90 Feet Smart IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-B2210
2MP HDAVS Indoor/Outdoor Small Size Bullet. Fixed 3.6mm Lens (70°). 65 Feet IR. 12VDC.

HDAVS DOME CAMERAS
AVS-ID1
2MP HDAVS Outdoor Mid Size License Plate Recognition Bullet. Varifocal 5-50mm Lens (44° -5.8°). LPR Smart IR. 12VDC.
HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z330IR
2MP HDAVS Mid Size PTZ. 30X Optical Zoom. 300 Feet Smart IR. 24VAC (Wall Mount Included).

HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z320IR
2MP HDAVS Mid Size PTZ. 20X Optical Zoom. 300 Feet Smart IR. 24VAC (Wall Mount Included).

HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z220IR
2MP HDAVS Full Size PTZ. 20X Optical Zoom. 300 Feet Smart IR. 24VAC (Wall Mount Included).

HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z4212T
2MP HDAVS Small Size PTZ. 12X Optical Zoom. 24VAC (Wall Mount Included).

HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z4212S
2MP HDAVS Small Size PTZ. 12X Optical Zoom. 24VAC (Flush Mount Included).

HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z4112T
1.3MP HDAVS Small Size PTZ. 12X Optical Zoom. 24VAC (Wall Mount Included).

HDAVS PTZ CAMERAS
AVS-Z4112C
1.3MP HDAVS Small Size PTZ. 12X Optical Zoom. 24VAC (Recessed Mount Included).
VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IHX-C1201
Multi Dwelling Video Intercom Station. 1.3MP Integrated Camera. 3" LCD Screen. 12VDC. (Silver Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IHX-C1202B
Multi Dwelling Video Intercom Station. 1.3MP Integrated Camera. 3" LCD Screen. 12VDC. (Black Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IH-C6311
Video Intercom Outdoor Station. 1.3MP Integrated Camera. White LED Night Vision. 12VDC. (White Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IH-C6260
Video Intercom Outdoor Station. 1.3MP Integrated Camera. 12VDC. (Silver Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IH-D7210
Video Intercom Indoor Panel. 7 Inch LED Touch Screen. (White Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IH-D7710Z
Video Intercom Indoor Panel. 7 Inch LED Touch Screen. Z-Wave Enabled. (Black Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IH-D771Z
Video Intercom Indoor Panel. 7 Inch LED Touch Screen. Z-Wave Enabled. (White Housing).

VIDEO INTERCOM PRODUCTS
IH-PWR-12VDC1A
12VDC Individual Power Transformer. 1 Amp Total.
# MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 1</td>
<td>Indoor Round Junction Box (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 2</td>
<td>Indoor Round Junction Box (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 3</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 4</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 5</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 6</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 7</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 8</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-Junction Box 9</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Junction Box. Conduit Threaded Inputs. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-ARM-MPB300S</td>
<td>Wall Arm Bracket with 1 1/2” Threads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-ARM-B</td>
<td>Wall Arm Bracket with 1 1/2” Threads. (Black).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-IPMINIDOME-WALL</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Mini Wall Mount Bracket. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-IPMINIDOME-WALL2</td>
<td>Indoor/Outdoor Mini Wall Mount Bracket. (Please refer to individual product web page for compatibility).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-CEILING-MPA</td>
<td>Ceiling Mount Bracket with 1 1/2” Female Threads. Mounting Base Included. 7.5” Pole Length.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-CEILINGBASE-MPA</td>
<td>Ceiling Mount Base with 1 1/2” Female Threads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-POLEXT-7.5</td>
<td>7.5” Pole Extension. 1 1/2” Thread Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-PCNRIP</td>
<td>Corner Mount Bracket (Outside Corner).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-POLEIP</td>
<td>Pole Mount Bracket. Hose Clamps Included. Up to 5” Poles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-BOXMPA120</td>
<td>Small Backbox for MNT-ARM-MPB300S. Conduit Thread Inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-BOX 2</td>
<td>Large Backbox for MNT-ARM-MPB300S. Conduit Thread Inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-DVIR-MPA100</td>
<td>Adapter Plate for Large ICIP V1 Dome IP Cameras. 1 1/2” Threaded Adapter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNT-DVIR-V2</td>
<td>Adapter Plate for Large ICIP V2 Dome IP Cameras. 1 1/2” Threaded Adapter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# INTELLIGENT INTERCOMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICR-10G-8POE-Managed</td>
<td>8 Port Rackmount Managed POE Switch. 10/100/1000 Gigabit. 2 SFP Ports Uplink. POE + 150W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICR-18G-16POE-Managed</td>
<td>16 Port Rackmount Managed POE Switch. 10/100/1000 Gigabit. 2 SFP Ports Uplink. POE + 300W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICR-26G-24POE-Managed</td>
<td>24 Port Rackmount Managed POE Switch. 10/100/1000 Gigabit. 2 SFP Ports Uplink. POE + 450W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-POE-8</td>
<td>8 Port Shelfmount POE Switch. 10/100/1000 Gigabit. 1 Gigabit Uplink. POE + 90W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-POE-16</td>
<td>16 Port Rackmount POE Switch. 10/100/1000 Gigabit. 1 Gigabit Uplink. POE + 250W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-POE-24</td>
<td>24 Port Rackmount POE Switch. 10/100/1000 Gigabit. 1 Gigabit Uplink. POE + 370W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-HIPOE-8</td>
<td>8 Port Shelfmount Hi-POE Switch. 2x Hi-POE, 2x POE+ and 4x POE Ports. 1 Gigabit Uplink. POE + 96W Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE SPLITTER</td>
<td>POE Splitter to 12VDC. 802.3AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POE PLUS INJECTOR</td>
<td>POE + Injector. Up to 30W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# POWER SUPPLIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRODUCT NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PWR-4DC-4A</td>
<td>4 Channel 12VDC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 4 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-8DC-4A</td>
<td>8 Channel 12VDC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 4 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-8DC-8A</td>
<td>8 Channel 12VDC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 8 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-16DC-8A</td>
<td>16 Channel 12VDC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 8 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-16DC-24A</td>
<td>16 Channel 12VDC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 24 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-12VDCTRANS</td>
<td>12VDC Individual Power Transformer. 1 Amp Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-RM-16DC-10A</td>
<td>16 Channel 12VDC Rackmount Power Distribution 1U Unit. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 10 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-RM-16AC-10A</td>
<td>16 Channel 24VAC Rackmount Power Distribution 1U Unit. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 10 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-4AC-4A</td>
<td>4 Channel 24VAC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 4 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-4AC-8A</td>
<td>4 Channel 24VAC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 8 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-8AC-8A</td>
<td>8 Channel 24VAC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 8 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-16AC-16A</td>
<td>16 Channel 24VAC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 16 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-16AC-32A</td>
<td>16 Channel 24VAC Power Distribution Box. UL Listed. Resettable PTC Fused. 32 Amps Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-24VACTRANS</td>
<td>24VAC Individual Power Transformer. 1.67 Amp Total. 40VA. UL Listed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-AC-12H</td>
<td>24VAC to 12VDC Power Converter. 500ma Total.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWR-AC-24H</td>
<td>24VAC to 12VDC Power Converter. 1 Amp Total.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>